Rosetta Stone is the developer and owner of various world leading computer software products for learning foreign languages (the "Rosetta Stone Software"). The Rosetta Stone Software is copyrighted and protected by United States law, the laws of England and Wales and international law and is marketed and sold under the famous ROSETTA STONE® trademark. The software is a boxed product, governed under an End User License Agreement. With easy access to the Internet creating a truly global marketplace, it is becoming increasingly difficult for consumers to know which software products are genuine - and which vendors are legitimate. Rosetta Stone is dedicated to protecting consumers and to safeguarding its intellectual property rights and Rosetta Stone has therefore provided the following information to assist buyers and resellers.

What Is Piracy?

Software piracy is the copying, distribution and/or use of software without the authorisation of the copyright holder. Software piracy is considered an act of copyright infringement, and the infringer can face serious legal action. Educating yourself about piracy will prevent you from becoming a victim of not only piracy, but perhaps also of identity theft or other crimes.

To help protect consumers and to safeguard its intellectual property rights, Rosetta Stone® investigates and takes aggressive measures to stop instances of piracy.

There is a considerable volume of counterfeit and other unauthorized software sold on the Internet, including on eBay and other Internet auction sites. Consumers who purchase such software have no right to use or redistribute the software that they receive, and may have no access to technical support or product upgrades. To protect consumers and to safeguard our intellectual property rights, Rosetta Stone® continually monitors the Internet to identify auctions of unauthorized software.

Software Piracy Is An Expensive Business

Every year billions of pounds of revenue is lost as a result of software piracy. Software piracy equals lost wages, lost jobs and unfair competition. Struggling to fight against piracy, some companies must devote resources to anti-piracy technology, ultimately slowing down the development of better products and services. Others fail under the pressure of prices that legal distributors cannot match. Reporting piracy means keeping a level playing field and ensuring the most reliable products for customers.
You can help stop this illegal and harmful activity. Knowing how to spot and avoid illegal software, and reporting suspected intellectual property violations when you encounter them, can have a positive impact on the fight against piracy. Please learn more about this criminal activity and take action:

http://www.rosettastone.co.uk/global/anti-piracy

How to recognise pirated software - Information for Buyers

_If the price for the software seems “too good to be true,” it probably is._ As a guide, check the offer against the recommended or estimated retail price. Be wary of distributors that offer unusual explanations for suspiciously low-priced software. These include references to special deals, liquidated inventories, or acquisitions through bankruptcy sales. Counterfeiters often use these types of phrases to fool consumers into believing that they are getting genuine software that was overstocked or otherwise deserves to be discounted.

There are a number of ways to spot illegal copies, many times the counterfeit product will not only be inferior in quality but potentially also contain elements which may be harmful to your computer. The main criteria to look for are:

**Rosetta Stone’s product:**
- Is never on CDR or DVD media Does not have anything called a "Pro" or "Professional Edition" for any language
- Will always have a EULA (End User License Agreement) specifying the purchase of a ‘license’ as opposed to a product
- Is not sold or published in Multi Language Editions in packs or otherwise
- Will not have spelling errors on the software packages
- Is not sold or published in any versions referred to as "cracked versions"
- Is sold through online access to its services via the website but is not sold as downloadable applications/programs
- If the packaging looks suspicious (lower print quality, different color scheme), the product may be counterfeit.

N.B. This is a representative list and is not all inclusive. If you are in doubt please do not hesitate to contact us.

Information for Resellers

Resellers who follow good business practices can minimize their risk of selling counterfeit or otherwise unauthorized software:

Acquire software directly from Rosetta Stone (UK) Ltd. Alternatively, acquire software from authorized, reputable distributors, from whom genuine Rose software is guaranteed.

Consequence of Piracy

Software piracy is stealing. If you or your company is caught copying and/or distributing illegal copies of software, you could be held liable under both civil and criminal laws. If the software owner decides to sue you or your company, the owner can seek to stop you from using/distributing its software immediately and can also request monetary damages. The software owner may be awarded actual damages as well as statutory damages, which can amount to several hundreds of thousands of pounds in cases of flagrant and wilful infringement. In addition local and government law enforcement can criminally prosecute.
copyright infringements. If convicted, infringers can face up to 10 years imprisonment and an unlimited fine. In addition to legal consequences, consumers who purchase such unauthorised software, either through auction sites, online stores or brick-and-mortar retail establishments may be: Exposed to defective or corrupted software, which can ruin computers and cost consumers more in terms of repair services or replacement equipment. / Exposed to software viruses or other malicious code that can damage computers or lead to identity theft. / Unable to obtain warranties, proper manuals, support services and software upgrades offered to properly licensed users.

Again, if you are in doubt please do not hesitate to contact us, using the following contact details:

**Piracy Support E-mail: piracy@rosettastone.co.uk**

**Mailing Address:**
Enforcement Rosetta Stone (UK) Ltd 55 New Oxford Street London, WC1A 1BS United Kingdom

**Phone:** +44 (0)207 010 8887

**Fax:** +44 (0)207 010 8889